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MBA grads
still have
a job edge

October 19. 1982

Art:

Painter creates a feeling

by Vlckl Relnhart
staff reporter

by Mark Wellman
reporter

The intials M.B.A on a resume
-can still mean success to the
graduate who has a clear idea of
their goals and experience in the
working world.
Companies use to hire the
degree itself, but now they look
more closely at the individual.
The M.B.A. will no longer
guarantee the graduate with an
advantage in the race to higher
management positions.
"After five years of experience
the person with an M.B.A. loses
their advantage of having the
degree because more emphasis is
on performance," said Louis
Masterson, vice-president of
Robert Jameson Associates in
Cleveland, an executive employment agency.
The advantages of getting an
M.B.A. include a higher starting
salary than a B.A. graduate and
the chances of advancing are
better.
"When an M.B.A. graduate is
brought into a major corporation
they can expect better treatment
than a B.A. graduate because the
M.B.A. has went the extra step
and he has more to offer the
corporation," Masterson said.
M.B.A. graduates are perceived
to be more mature, ambitious,
motivated and more selfconfident than B.A. graduates.
An M.B.A. also communciates to
the employer that the degree
holder is more sincere regarding
a career in management, he said.
The disadvantages of getting an
M.B.A. include the fact that experience is more important and a
serious M.B.A. glut may develop
within the next several years.
An estimated 55,000 students
will receive an M.B.A. this year.
This number has doubled from
want it was in the past decade.
With job competition increasing
M.B.A.s are experiencing a
moderate demand decrease in the
job market.
'MBA students who take an
aggressive approach to seeking a
job will probably find a
managerial position, " James
West, director of Graduate
Studies in Business, said.
An aggressive approach includes checking with the
University Placement Office,
personal contacts, business
contacts and writing letters to
various companies.
"The value of an M.B.A. has
increased from the top ten
business schools because of the
quality of education they offer,"
Masterson said.
He added that the value of an
M.B.A. from regional universities
such as Bowling Green have
diminished because of the number
of M.B.A. graduates on the
market.
West disagrees with Masterson.
West said he believes that an
employer is more concerned with
personal characteristics of the
M.B.A. graduate than the school
from which the M.B.A.
graduated.
The director also said he
believes that employers are
concerned with grades, courses
taken and the contribution the
graduate will have on the
organization.
An M.B.A. graduate from the
top ten business schools will
receive a higher starting salary
than graduates from regional
universities, West added.
West also said that Bowling
Green M.B.A. graduates who are
flexible in terms of relocation and
industry will not have a difficult
time finding jobs, even in the
midst of troubled economy.
The best combination for an
M.B.A. is a technical degree and
several years experience.
M.B.A.s with working experience
and liberal arts degree receive
starting salaries nearly 20 percent
lower than M.B.A.s with technical

Wither

Mostly sunny today with Increasing
cloudiness by late afternoon. High near 65-70.

"Like a child to its mother."
That's the way Dr. J.D. Jackson
feels about his art.
"I see myself in a certain way
as an inentor," he said. "Each
work represents the best expression I could bring forth at the
time of birth.
"Some people do art because
they want to," Jackson said. "I
make art because I have to. It's a
constant challenge to create," he
added.

he was twelve.
"I had six very important
formative years with a mentor
(Smith). She brought all that
encouragement and all that
background to me," he said.
"When you're a fledgling,
somebody has to encourage you.
It's very eav to be discouraged,"
Jackson added.
"She used to make me stay
after school and work," he
laughed. "The coach would be
waiting for me outside and I was
in the art room matting my
work," he added.
Jackson received his bachelor

"Art is kind of a back-burner thing in America,
mere s always encouragement to go the other

J.D.Jackson

6G News photos/Dale Omori

Ten of Jackson's works are
being displayed in McFall Center
Gallery through October 31. The
exhibit is sponsored by the Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program.
Dressed in jeans, a gray
sweatshirt and white tennis shoes,
Jackson said he has been in art
since he was five years old and
won a bike in the Blade's
Christmas coloring contest.
Children aren't artistically
encouraged, Jackson said.
"Art is kind of a back-burner
thing in America. There's always
encouragement to go the other
way," he said.
Jackson grew up near the
Toledo Art Museum. He said he
didn't realize the influence the
weekly visits to the museum
would eventually have.
Jackson was also influenced by
his family and a high school art
instructor, Florence Smith. Smith
kept a portfolio of his works since

of fine arts degree from the
University in 1970. In 1972 he
graduated with a master of fine
arts degree from Michigan State
and has been an assistant.
profesor of art at Ohio State since
1977.
Jackson was commissioned by
the University in 1972 to paint the
mural in Main Auditorium.
University Hall. It took eight
months to complete.
He said music stimulated his
artistic talent.
"I was attracted to neoclassical music at about ten years
of age," Jackson said. He defined
neo-classical music as new
modern music, related to jazz, but
"much deeper."
He has become friends with
such neo-classical musicians as
John Coltrane, Fletcher Henderson and Miles Davis. These
artists inspired him to "push
see JACKSON page 3

It takes two to tango, two to break it up
by Lou Willn
staff reporter

Local social workers say they
seldom see only one spouse at
fault in a marital problem.
"It's a matter of give and take,
not everything gets resolved to
everyone's satisfaction," Ed
Allen, district supervisr of the
Wood County office of Family
Services of Greater Toledo, said.
Couples that refuse to compromise or accept changes in the
relationship increase the chance
of divorce, according to Allen.
"The divorce rate is higher
(than it should be) because people
are resistant to developmental

changes" in the relationship or in
their spouse, JoAnn Dziewiatka,
clinical social worker for Wood
County Mental Health Clinic,
said.
Any type of change in the
relationship or in the life of one of
the spouses can be a threat to the
couple " if it upsets the balance,"
Allen said. He added that the
couple can find a new balance.
All relationships go through
periods of change and upsets in
balance, Allen said. It is during
these periods that the relationship
may be most vulnerable to
problems.
Some periods of
change include the first two years
of marriage, the sixth and seventh

years and 15 to 16 years of
marriage.
The couple also faces changes
with the arrival and development
of their children, a change in jobs
or with the beginning of graduate
school. Many things can change
the balance of a relationship,
Allen said.
Each stage of life calls for
developmental changes in both
people and in the relationship,
Aileen Pargament, clinical social
worker for Wood County Mental
Health CLinic, said.
Generally, couples divorce
when they have difficulty relating
to each other because of alientation or lack of communication.

This lack of communication or
alienation may come from
resistance to change, Allen said.
If the couple lets conflicts build
up without resolving them, "the
anger builds up and it replaces the
love.
It squashes our these
feelings of love." he said.
One spouse may dredge up an
incident from the past, and the
other spouse may try to get
revenge by bringing up the past.
Allen said.
"It becomes tit for tat," Allen
said. "The couple may get into
yelling and cussing, but they don't
ever resolve an issue. They don't
know what caused the fight."
The couple is venting anger

unconstructively, Allen said.
Yet in some cases, the anger
may never be dealt with. The
couple may never argue.
"Those are the couples I worry
about," Pargament said.
In such cases, the spouses may
be using the divorce as an outlet
for their resentment, she said.
"Flight is their way of dealing
with it," Pargament said.
Local social workers mentioned
some problems that couples face
and antidotes to these problems.
Counselors said that lack of
communication often is a problem
between two people.
"I think the best habit would be
see COUNSEL page 3

Fire dept. may use student volunteers
by Becky Bracht
senior staff reporter

The possibility of utilizing
students as volunteer fire-fighters
is being considered by the city and
the fire department, Bowling
Green Chief Howard Rutter. said.
The possibility of utilizing
students as volunteer fire-fighters
is being considered by the city and
the fire department, Bowling
Green Chief Howard Rutter, said.
The fire department used
student volunteers back in 1967,
Rutter said.

M.B.A. students who have had
several years working experience
seem to have developed a more
clear focus concerning their Lone Klder
goals, West said.

"We had a student work on the
ambulance and had a volunteer
fireman," he said, adding that
these students did their job well.
Mayor Alvin Perkins suggested
students be used again once the
new fire station, to be built on the
corner of Court and Thurstin
Streets is, finished.
"I have no objections to the
mayor's plan," Rutter said. "I
requested he (Perkins) appoint a
committee of citizens to study the
whole problem."
But there is a potential for
problems by using students as

fire-fighters, according to Rutter.
"I question whether students
would have the time or desire to
devote to the project," he said.
"At the end of the four years,
what does the station do?" Rutter
said. "Should I hire someone who
is qualified for the job, or should I
hire someone who fits into the last
guy's equipment so I don't have to
buy more?"
The committee's function is to
resolve, some of these problems
and make suggestions to the
department. Rutter said.
A volunteer fireman, by state

«*

law, must have completed a basic
36 hour training program and
must be re-certified every three
years, Rutter said. Every firefighter must also be trained as an
emergency medical technician,
which requires an additional 96
hours of training.
The Ohio State Department of
Education is responsible for
providing the needed training,
Rutter said. Local fire departments send lists of names to
Columbus and once there are at
least 12-15 people, they willset up
the training program in a centralized location, he said.

Sgt. Tom Kochheiser, who has
been a fire-fighter at Bowling
Green's department for 10 years,
said the program has a lot of
possibilities or potential.
"It's going to take a lot of
studies," he said. "They've got to
evaluate whether the potential
benefits outweigh the potential
problems.
"Thecity deserves the best," he
said. "They're (citizens) the ones
who are going to be expecting the
most.
"If they (students) can complement us and work with us, it
might work out," he said.
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Lisa Ginley, a freshman childhood education major, was practicing her unicycle riding near the Student Services building Friday afternoon.
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Ideologies of the superpowers
Resumption of harsh dialogue
between the U.S. and the USSR
calls attention once again to the
differences between the two

COMMENT

Solidarity victim
of Soviet control
Ten days ago, the members of the Polish goverments
controlling body raised their right hand in unison to
signal the death of Solidarity.
However Solidarity members are not exactly willing
to stand by and watch the efforts of the last two years be
discarded so easily. Members have staged eight days of
strikes and riots protesting the outlaw of the independent labor movement.
lfW"B*ra

Last Thursday, something happened that would be
considered unusual thus far in Solidarity's struggle for
political and industrial freedom. A 20-year-old Polish
dissident, and Solidarity member, was gunned down in
cold blood at a demonstration by a plainclothes
policemen.
Locals in the steel mill town of Nowa Huta are
claiming that policemen was actually a member of the
Polish secret police. But lets face it, it wouldn't take a
long stretch of anyones imagination to link the
policemen with the Soviet Union's KGB.

Solidarity now has its first martyr, and the Soviet
government now has its first victim in the latest crisis in
Poland.
Crowds gathered soon after the death was announced
outside the Lenin steel mill (Polands largest) chanting
"We will avenge you." A symbolic tomb was built and
within hours it was piled high with flowers.
The troubled land of Poland now seems to be heating
up again to cause more problems for the Soviets, who
had hoped that martial law would cause the union
movement in that country to die.
The question is how long will the Soviets stand for this
type of radicalism in one of its satellite countries?
And how long will it be before Poland becomes
another Czechoslavakia, or Afganistan? We fear its
coming.
Editor's note: Due to production problems, the News
was forced to make certain changes in style to compensate for the difference in equipment.
The news regrets any confusion, displeasure or inconvenience caused to readers by our equipment
breakdown.
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by Dr. Thomas D. Anderson

superpowers. Of the many contrasts, perhaps nost fundamental
is how each distributes political
power. Because some here
profess the view that the US is no
less oppressive than the Soviet
Union, examination of the core of
each ideology can be instructive.
The Soviet system rests on
doctrine known as MarxistLeninism. Although usually
treated as a single body of
thought, the hyphen .signals
linkage of unlike elements. Indeed, they are so dissimular that
Dr. Larry Wolf (professor of
geography at the University of
Cincinnati) suggests that
Marxist-Leninism is a contradiction in terms. His point is
that the theory of Marxism has
appealed to humanists worldwide
with a vision of a society without
privilege is institutionalized and
power is confined to a small elite.
Soviet apologists commonly
disguise this distinction in
language so tangled it could trap
flies. One fiction is the dismissal
as bourgeois, socialists in the
West who draw political and
economic inspiration mainly from

Marx. Soviet propagandists strive
to reserve the term socialist for
those governments with Leninist
political organization. A measure
of the success of this campaign
were the fears expressed in this
country that France would
become a Soviet ally following the'
election of the socialist government of Francois Mitterand.
Ignored was the long history of
political competition between the
French socialists and the communists, who Marxist-Leninists.
Soviet political control at home
and in affiliated states rests on
two main tenets. One, affirmed by
Marx, is the doctrine of historical
inevitability. This view proclaims
as scientific truth the postulate
that societies will advance
inoxorably through specified
stages to the final triumph of
communism. To the Soviets any
political activity that introduces
doubts about the immutability of
this process cannot be tolerated.
To permit otherwise is to endanger the whole ruling sytem. A
result is close control by the
governments of all media.
■ Lenin's ideological contribution
was a mechanism designed to
secure unchallenged political
power for the Communist Party
leadership in the name of
equality. The guiding principle
was termed democratic centralism.
Often obscured by jargon this
concept can be stated simply. The
Communist Party must be ac-

cepted as the only legitimate
expression of the will of the
people. Within the party each
higher organ supposedly derives
its authority from the lower ones.
In practice, the debate at lower
levels is confined to how best to
comply with official party
posiUons. These in turn are first
decided by a small inner group of
high officials.
'Power is further consolidated
by the stipulation that only party
members can hold office. Yet
party membership requires
submission to higher discipline.
Application of this circular logic
produces a tightly-structured
system that reserves total power - and privlege - to a few people is
top positions. Any open criticism
of these officials is treated as an
attack on the system and is
punished
as
counterrevolutionary slander.
In American culture the closest
equivalent to Leninism comes
from Damon Runyon. In the
sewer crap game scene from
"Guys and Dolls," Big Julie from
Chicago produces a large
revolver and announces that
henceforth will be played with his
dice. The dice have no spots, but
"he remembers where they
were."
Under Leninism the party's
insistence on the right to define
for workers what their interests
are and the menace of force
against dissenters make the
analogy apt. It is no accident that

Marxist-Leninism consistently
appeals more to intellectuals
from sheltered backgrounds than
to workers with street sense. The
latter know just who will end up
with the power. Free labor unions
thus constitute a threat to party
dominance, a reality that has
been demonstrated in Poland and
elsewhere.
It is with Leninism that the
American system contrasts most
sharply. The American system is
organized on the sensible premise
that anyone who holds public
office is at least a potential
scoundrel. Hence each position is
hedged with restrictions and
tenure is subject to regular
renewal. At all levels power is
diffused. Criticism and
irreverence towards the mighty
are national sports, with the
media as hounds. Messy,
sometimes wasteful, and often
unfair the system's strength
derives not from dogma but from
popular consensus.
Comparison here of the competing ideologies emphasizes
basic distinctions. Leninism is
different from the Western
concept of representative
government. But it also is not the
same as Marxism. Americans
troubled about what judgements
to make regarding world events
are urged to note carefully the
former but are sure to get the
latter. In the event, social gains
may or may not ensue, whereas,
freedom is a certain loser.

A response to Lebanon tragedy
Both the tragic events in Lebanon
over the last several months and
several statements made in the BG
News related to those events require a

COMMENT
by Dr. Elliot Blinn

response. Professor Shuck was somewhat unfair in dismissing Zionism as
"a form of tribalism with dubious
intellectual credentials." Perhaps
there is some truth to that description
but it is not the entire picture. The
major dynamic impetus that catalyzed the creation of the State of
Israel was the massacre of six million
Jews by the Nazis. Not only was the
world silent while this was happening,
but only a few countries woild accept
Jewish immigrants from Europe during those terrible years. Unfortunately, these events are not unique in
Jewish history. It is difficult to find
many examples of countries over the
last thousand years in which Jews
have been able to live with dignity and
safety. (The United States is a welcome exception.) To the survivors of
the Nazi halocaust, Zionism meant a
place for Jews to live where their
destiny and safety would be in their
own hands. This is the essence of
Zionism.

However, there is more to Zionism
than the creation of a safe place for
Jews to live. To some it also meant
the creation and building of a democratic, humane form of socialism. To
the idealist, Israel was to be a differnt
sort of place in contrast to the countries from which they were forced to
leave. However, it is obvious something went wrong. One of the problems was there were other forms of
Zionism having different objectives.
One form was religious Zionism and
the other form was a nationalist form
of Zionism. The political life of Isreal
had been dominated by these forms of
Zionism and that overwhelming fear
of another halocaust. The worst attributes of the religious zealot, the
non-thinking nationalist and fear of
extinction have been merged in the
current Begin-Sharon government.
The effects of these factors are now
evident by the actions of Israel's
army in Lebanon.
However, the idealistic Utopian
form of Zionism is not dead. Dr.
Shuck, if you have been listening you
would have noticed that 400,000 Israelis protested the Beirut massacre and
called for the resignation of Begin and
Sharon. Compare this demonstration
with the lack of protest occuring after
Americans learned of the massacre at
My Lai. The Labor Party is now
calling for a national debate on Rea-

gan's peace plans because they now
know that a peaceful relationship with
their Arab neighbors can never be
established by using military force.
Unfortunately, onlv a few Americans have shared these Utopian socialistic goals for Israel. American
Zionism relates more to the religious
or nationalistic forms. Israel's victorious army is a source of pride for the
American Zionist. It has become habitual to glory in the achievements of
Israel and not to question the means
to those ends. The American Zionists
have rationalized every action taken
by Israel. For example, by playing a
numbers-game and claiming that the
Israeli army has not killed as many
civilians as originally claimed by the
newspaper allows the American Zionist to avoid the major moral issues of
whether the Israelis were justified
killinglarge number of innocent civilians. The other justification for supporting the Israeli military action is
to claim that two wrongs make a
right. One way this has been done is
by noting that millions of Jews were
lulled over the last several years
without any protest from most of the
nations on the world. Now these exsilent nations feel that they can cast
moral stones at Israel. The American
Zionists note that this is an obvious
double standard. But, of course this is
a double but that has nothing to do

Stroll to the library
instead of TV football
When I was a freshman my

I have more hope that the people of
Israel will stop rationalizing every
immoral action of their government
on the grounds of national security
then the American Zionist will stop
marching to whatever tune given to
them by mat government. Yitzhah
Raben admitted at the Tel Aviv protest rally that "Something has broken
down In our world of moral value."
Israel will make the necessary repairs. Maybe even someday American Zionist will no longer be moral
robots mesmerized by nationalism.

Harrassment raises readers ire

LET TERS
Whoever keeps submitting the
classified ads to the Phi Delts,
"We Remember" needs to have
their heads examined.
First of all, the incident occurred over a year ago, and this is
the second acadmic year these
ads have been submitted.
Secondly, the Phi Delts received
their punishment from the
University. I'm sure the incident
is ingrained in the minds of the
Phi Delts, and they won't forget
what happened.
Finally, I'm getting tired of
looking at the personals and
seeing the same thing over and
over and over... This has gone on
too long. Besides, in a couple of
years, everyone who was attending the University at the time
will have graduated. I don't want
prospective students seeing the
ads and asking what it means, and
then being scared to come to the
University.
I appeal to those putting in the
ads to let the Phi Delts and
everyone else involved in the
incident to put it all in the past,
where it should stay. You are just
rubbing salt into their wounds.
You are not only hurting the Phi
Delts, but everyone that reads the
personals. Acquire a bit of taste,
and a litUe tact.
Ruse Duliskis
220 Treadway

with the moral justification of Israel's
military policies. Another example of
trying to makes two wrongs a right is
by giving evidence that the PLO are
bad guys and that the PLO have been
using Lebanese civilians as their
shields. Therefore, one must assume
that the conclusion of such a point is
that these facts must justify the Israeli army's killing of those civilian
shields. It is the belief that the end
justifies any means that forces one to
wonder Whether the Israeli government does have facist inclinations.
How else should one label a government that allies themselves with the
fascist Phalangist thugs in Lebanon
and as a result became party to their
cold-blooded murders. This alliance
with the phalangist is an unconscionable "affront to the victims of Nazism."

older brothers gave me the sound completion of a certain quaradvice of not studying all weekend terback in a certain game?
If students are finding such a
but setting aside an afternoon or
day to take a leisurely stroll to the great void in their lives by this
library and study for a few hours. football strike to the point of
This would hopefully supplement "moping around," I suggest that
the studying that a student would they find something else to do.
I personally am almost endo during the week. Are we not
paying money to learn something joying this football strike on an
more than the percentage pass academic level. I certainly do not
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feel guilty as a football fan if I am
at the library instead of in front of
the television on a Sunday afternoon. My grade point will
Erobably be in better shape
ecause of it, and are we not
ultimately here to learn more
than football statistics?
Mario Bridges
542 Frazee Ave. Apt. 23
by Garry Trudeau
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. . . from Page 1

t they talk," Allen said. "If
there's any basic rule it's being
able to communicate with each
other and listening." "
"Reality is that you're two
separate individuals bringing into
the relationship your own experiences from your family of
origin," he said. "We all have
different needs and we need to
communicate them with the other
partner."
"Define your expectations for
yourself and others and express
them," Pargament said. "Be
open about your feelings from the
start."
"Working on communication is
technical, "Pargament said.
All social workers suggested
that couples follow a communication technique. After one
person speaks, the listener
repeats what was said in different
words so that the speaker knows

that the message received was the
message that she or he intended.
Often spouses are arguing about
two different things without
realizing it, Paragament said.
She added that this technique can
prevent misunderstandings of the
message.
Allen said the couple should
decide on the topic to be
discussed, and stick to it until it is
resolved "someplace in the
middle."
Marital problems also arise
when one spouse puts the blame
on the other, Dziewiatka said.
This is a defense for one's own
actions and attitudes, she said.
"Take responsibility for your
own behavior, "Pargament said.
Many people blame their spouse.
We get trapped in our own wording."
For example people often say
"he made me..." she said.
Maintain a support system for

Former first lady dies
KANSAS CITY,

Mo.

(AP) magazine writer reported she was
the only girl able to whistle
Former first lady Bess Truman, through her teeth. Bess Truman
widow of President Harry S. was the only daughter in a
Truman, died early Monday. She socially prominent family. She
was 97.
was born in the three-story VictiG lews photos/Jerry Cattaneo
torianmansion in Independence
She
was
known
as
independent
that her grandfather built in 1865,
Marcia Sloan was announced as the Homecoming Senior Representative during the pre-game ceremnies
and athletic during her girlhood in and it was her home for nearly all
<tl Saturday s tootball game. Sloan will act as a liason with the University
Independence where one her life.
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beyond the known," he said. If he
doesn't go beyond what he
already nas felt, he "feels
redundant."
"Being is the art of becoming,"
Jackson said. In art, "it's the
process more than the product
that keeps me going.
"Each of my works is a selfportrait," he said. "Each is a part
of me."
Jackson's philosophy is "to
enforce the immutable force."
According to Jackson, the
immutable force is that existence
which governs all other existence.
"I've been looking at that since
I was a child, what that force
might be," he said.
"I deeply believe that the
macrocsm is in the microcsm.
The largest is in the smallest. The
child is the father of man," he
said.
■ COUPON ■■ — — ■
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yourself and don't throw out your
friends, Pargament said.
"It's unrealistic to expect your
spouse to satisfy everything," she
said. "An individual needs to be
an individual as well as part of a
couple."
A person should not expect
himself to meet all of the other's
needs either, Pargament said. In
doing so that person is "setting
himself up for falure."
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Changes in charter

Olscampstates proposal
Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

University President Paul
Olscamp said in his Oct. 1 convocation speech that he will
propose by the middle of this
month "some major changes in
the charter of the University.''
One of these changes will entail
making the Academic Council a
standing committee of the
Faculty Senate.
Olscamp said other changes
that will enhance the authority of
the Faculty Senate will also be
proposed. One such proposal will
state that any interpretations of
the charter will be made by the
president in conjunction with the
senate executive committee
through a majority vote.
Presently, the president alone
makes the interpretation.
Dr. Ronald Stoner, chairman of
the Faculty Senate, said this
proposal would give more
responsibility to the executive
committee, and added that the
committee can handle the added
responsibility.
A second major change the
president will propose involves
the terms and conditions of
faculty employment. Olscamp

said he would like to see these
conditions placed into a faculty
handbook and removed from the
charter, where they are now
recorded.
"The charter is a hodge-podge
of governance policies, terms and
conditions of faculty employment
and policies and procedures of the
University," he said.
He added that if all the conditions of faculty employment
were put into one handbook he
would propose this book be considered by the Faculty Senate for
revision each year.
"Any changes wished by the
senate in the handbook would be
voted upon by the Faculty Senate
and submitted to a vote of the
continuing faculty of the
University at large," he said.
Olscamp said that changes in
the terms would be brought before
the Board of Trustees for action at
a specially designated meeting
each year, thus making contractual changes possible without
changing the charter.
Olscamp also proposed
removing the policies and
procedures for the University and
placing them in a policies and
procedures manual. He said such
policies do not belong in the
charter, as they are neither a part

of the governing structure of the
institution nor terms and conditions of employment.
"It would be the responsibility
of a particular administrative
office to update the policies and
procedures annually tor all parts
of the University," he said.
Olscamp also will propose
establishing contract staff and
classified staff handbooks.
Parallel to the faculty handbook,
these books would contain the
terms and conditions of contract
and classified staff employment.
Like the faculty handbook, these
books could also be considered for
revision by the Board of Trustees
each year.
"I'm not certain that is a good
idea," Stoner said. "There are
certain items like tenure and
conditions for promotion that the
charter gives more permanence
to."
Olscamp said he will submit all
of these proposals in detail to the
Faculty Senate and distribute
them to other constituency groups
of the institution.
"So far as I can see," Olscamp
said, "none of the changes I will
propose enhances the authority of
the administration."
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Library ranks low in research material

Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

wish to congratulate the winners of our

Putting his money where his mouth is. Lenny Leob. a sophmore business
major, makes change while selling programs at Saturday's Homecoming game

As part of his plan to
improve the University's
academic
reputation and performance, Dr. Paul
Olscamp, president,
said he will focus attention on upgrading the
library's collection.
Olscamp cited several

areas for improvement
in his first address this
semester.
"We must raise additional money for the
library collection,"
Olscamp said, adding
the collection is
currently not adequate
for an institution this
size.
Dr.
Dwight
Burlingame, dean of

Libraries
and
Resources,
said
Olscamp meant that the
materials available do
not always mirror the
needs of graduate
students.
"Our major weakness
at this institution is
periodicals for our
researchers," Burlingame said.
Burlingame said the

THIS IS IT!!!
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Sunday, October 24
BGSU Whittaker Track
"RUNNERS"
12:30-1:30
VIP Celebrity Run
1:30-2:30 Campus Run
2:30-3:30 Community Run

COME TO RUN!!

"ENTERTAINMENT"
Folk Singing
BGSU Marching Band
ROTC Demonstrations
Rock Band "Trouble Boys"

COME TO HAVE FUN!!

The library is undergoing a collection
evaluation to determine
how to improve meeting
the needs of doctoral
candidates, Burlingame
said. Department heads
were asked for
periodical suggestions,
he added.
This year, $30
thousand has been
allocated to purchase
periodicals.
Money for the library
project will come from
both external sources
and the "reservation of
funds that may become
available internally for
that purpose," Olscamp
said.

University ranks 139th
nationally in a list of top
college libraries.
This means the
library is high in the
ranking of libraries, but
low in research ranking,
he added.
The library currently
receives about 5,000
periodicals, he said.
This is about 1,000 short
of the required amount
for membership in the
Association of Research
Libraries, Burlingame
added.
He hopes to reach his
goal of adding 800 titles
to the periodicals
collection in three to
five years.

Congratulations
George
Sine
BG News
Advertising
Sales
Representative
of the week
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Council vetoes
video game law
by Becky Bracht
staff reporter

Bowling Green City
Council unanimously
rejected an ordinance to
regulate video games in
the city's businesses at
last night's meeting.
Councilman Wendell
Jones, who headed the
committee to look at the
proposal, said he thinks
this ordinance his
discriminatory toward
the small businessman.
"I don't see them
(video games) as
morally corrupting," he
said.
'It's not clear to me
that drug-related
problems and truancy
are associated with
these places.
"There was a debate
among council as to
whether this is a
problem," Jones said.
Although the problem of
truancy was brought up
as an issue in the
proposed ordinance, the
original emphasis came
from the police
department, he said.

Patrick Ng, second
ward councilman, said
he is doubtful this ordinance could be enforced.
"Why must council be
a babysitter," Ng said,
adding that juke boxes
as well as the children's
rides in front of places
such a Rink's would also
have to be licensed
under the ordinance.
Council president
Bruce Bellard said his
no vote does not mean
he does not think there
is not a problem with the
crowds attracted by
video arcades.
"This ordinance does
not fit the needs of our
problems here in town,"
he said.
Jeff Snook, who
represented the Bowling
Green Chamber of
Commerce,
read
council a resolution
urging them not to pass
the ordinance because it
would
issue
a
discriminatory tax to
one specific area.

BG Mews photos/Liz Kelly
Carl Reinke. his wife Becki and Linda Jackson found the only way to walch the Falcon* Homecoming win over Northern Illinois Saturday was with Ihe protection of a blanker

Male nurse finds career rewarding, nonsexist
by Deborah Schmook

staff reporter
Few patients seem to
react when a male nurse
enters a hospital room,
Tom Schmit, a junior
nursing student, said
Friday.
Schmit said his
patients
fail to
acknowledge tht he is
fulfilling a traditionally
feminine occupation.
"There hasn't been
any kind of reaction,"
he said. "I walk in and
introduce myself. There
seems to be no problem.
"Ten years ago it was
different, but times
have changed. There's a
good chance that you'll
come in contact with a
male nurse. I believe
three to four percent of
the nation's nurses are
male now."
On Mondays and
Tuesdays, Schmit works
at Mercy Hospital in
Toledo on the medical
surgical floor. As a
nursing student, he is
assigned to care for one
patient each week.
The first day he
becomes familiar with
the patient's medical
history but does not
administer anycare. On
the second day he
assumes responsibility
for the patient and
administers medications, does charting, and
takes care of the intravenous feeding.
So far Schmit has had
three patients.
"I've only had one

female patient and that
went well," he said.
"She had no objections.
There was some joking
when her husband came
in, because she said she
found a new boyfriend."
As a male nurse,
Schmit said he has not
had any negative experiences with his
patients. He added that
his male patients were
more comfortable with
him because he was a
male.
Commenting on a cute
girl in the soap opera,
for instance, was

something that would
not have been discussed
if the nurse was a
female, he said.

Schmit no longer
worries about what
others think of his
career choice.
"As a freshman I
worried because I didn't
know how others would
react to my being a
nurse," he said. "But
when there wasn't any
reaction I forgot about
it. Most people think it's
kind of neat."

But Schmit said he
thinks there may be
some negative reactions
to his being a nurse
when he works in obr
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expect some reactions,
and I accept the
patients' right to say
they don't want me to
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SPORTS
Youssef's last-second field goal beats Huskies
by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

It appeared for a while that a
mirage field goal and some costly
Bowling Green miscues would
lead Northern Illinois to an upset
victory over the Falcons at Doyt
Perry Field, last Saturday.
But a 19-yard field goal by BG's
Gehad Youssef with just 29
seconds left in the game enabled
the Falcons to escape with a 20-18
win.
The win, coupled with Western
Michigan's 10-0 victory over
Miami and Central Michigan's
come-from-behind triumph over
the Toledo Rockets, moved BG
back into sole possession of first
place in the Mid-American
Conference.
On a windy, cold Homecoming
day, BG made the game closer
than it was supposed to be - too
close for comfort.
The Falcons, ahead 17-10 on the
strength of two Bryant Jones
touchdown runs and a 34-yard
Youssef field goal, appeared to be
on the threshold of putting the
game on ice midway through the
fourth quarter.
But Jones fumbled to end a
Falcon threat, and the Huskies
recovered on their own six-yard
line with just over 12 minutes left
in the game.
From there, NIU reserve
rtrterba-k Tim Tyrrell - one of
ee Nor lern QBs to see action - engineered a 17-play, 94-yard
touchdown drive culminated
when Tyrrell hit Greg Spicher on
a 31-yard TD pass. The Huskies
then made good on the ensuing
two-point conversion to take an 1817 lead with 5:03 left in the contest.
- A partisan BG crowd of 18,200
sat quietly stunned - and
probably a bit cold - after the
touchdown. Some, like manyearlier in the day, began to file out
and head for the warmth of home.
"I don't blame them for
leaving," BG's Andre Young said
later. "We should have Blown
them out. Anytime you leave an
underdog in the game that long, it
gets tougher to beat them."
The fans who stayed saw BG
drive 59 yards in 13 plays before

Youssef booted the game-winner
Nevertheless, it was a drive that
the Falcons would not have
needed if not for a couple of key
plays earlier in the game.
The Huskies got on the
scoreboard first with a 30-yard
field goal by Vince Scott. The ball,
kicked in the face of a stiff wind,
appeared to be heading toward
the uprights in good fashion. But
then, almost as if someone had
shot it like a gamebird, it hovered
motionless and dropped to the
ground in front and to the right of
the goalposts.

BG fans cheered as it appeared
the Falcons would take over at the
point of the kick. However, one
referee called the kick good and
the NIU players began to
celebrate. The ruling stuck, and
the Huskies led, 3-0. It almost was
the difference in the ballgame.
"I know it didn't go through the
uprights and I think everyone else
in the park knew it didn't go
through," BG head coach Denny
Stolz said. "Geez, l^iose officials
almost cost us that game today."
The Huskies scored the only
points in the second quarter on a
two-play drive that covered two
yards and took about 13 seconds.
The touchdown was set up by
another BG mistake. Jim Phelps,
BG's first team all-MAC punter,
downed a snap from center that
had sailed over his head at his
own two-yard line.
The sophomore made the
mistake, according to Stolz, of not
looking back and seeing that NIU
was not rushing anyone.
Therefore, Phelps had plenty of
time to kick the ball or even run it.
Instead, he chose to fall on it,
making sure that a Huskie would
not pick it up and take it into the
end zone for a touchdown.
•Why Phelps did that, I'll never
know, Stolz said. "He probably
could have run for 30 yards. There
was absolutely no rush. Downing
it doesn't do any good - they're
going to get the ball anyway
unless he kicks it.
"Those are the kind of things
that happened today that there is
just no explanation for. There
were some wierd things going on.
A team has a game like that every
year. Those are the type of games

BO News photos/Liz Kelly
Bowling Green's Andre Young (59) forces a fumble by tackling Northern
during the fourth quarter of last Saturday's game at Doyt Perry Field.

that you have to win."
The Falcons, 4-1 both overall
and in the MAC, did win it although not in artistic fashion,
NIU dropped to 1-3 in the conference and to 1-4 overall with the
loss.
BG had eight penalties on the
day for 71 yards, two interceptions, five fumbles (two
lost), and the infamous punt

linois quarterback Dan Roushar (4)

situation. All in all, it was not a
very good performance by the
Falcons.
Stolz said he thinks the schedule
may have had something to do
with it.
"A lot of things show up like
that when you put a game between Miami and Toledo (BG's
next opponent)," he said. "We
planned all week to be in first

place Saturday night. We told our
players that, but we just couldn't
catch fire today. Northern had
two weeks to get ready. They're a
good team, too."
The lackluster performance
was noted by BG reserve tailback
Chip Otten, who replaced Jones
late in the game.
"A lot of teams all over the
country get beat the next week

after playing an emotional game
like we had at Miami," said Otten.
the Ohio Company Player of the
Game with eight rushes for 35
yards during BG's final scoring
drive. "It could be part of coming
back (having a game like against
NIU). But it's great to be back in
first place. We're back to controlling our own destiny. We don't
have to worry about anybody else'.

York pleased with BG skaters in season opener
Tracy Collins
editor

A tie seemed as good as a win
for the battered Bowling Green
hockey team last weekend, as the
Falcons came back to post a 4-4
tie with Wisconsin on Saturday
night after dropping the first
game, 4-3, on Friday.
Total attendance for the
Homecoming weekend series was
6,682 at the Ice Arena, and the
fans got their money's worth in
action.
Falcon goalie Mike David
turned in 31 saves in the opening
contest, but a late BG rally fell
short and the Badgers held on for
the victory in the opening regularseason series for both schools.
In game two. Falcon goaltender
Wayne Collins survived a shaky
•start to help BG come away with
the tie. Brian Hills nearly won the
contest in overtime, when he beat
Badger goalie Gary Baxter on a
breakaway, but the shot caromed
off the post to give salvation to
Wisconsin.
But the mood in the Falcon
dressing room after the game was
as if Hills' shot had gone in, as the
banged-up BG team played
evenly with last season's National
Collegiate Athletic Association
runners-up
"The tie was an upbeat tie," BG
coach Jerry York said. "You can
tie a lot of teams, but to tie a team
like Wisconsin...it's got to make
our guys feel good. The important
thing is they didn't settle for a tie.
They went out and played hard tu
win."
Wisconsin coach Jack Sauer
said he realized his team was
fortunate in receiving some
breaks which saved the game,
including a few "pipes" (when a
shot hits the crossbar or sidepost)
over the weekend.
"Gary Baxter would like to take
that net back with him to

Madison," Sauer said. "It was
pretty good to him this weekend.
Both coaches agreed the series
was excellent in caliber of play.
During the first contest, the
Falcons appeared confused on
defense, forcing David to make
some outstanding saves to keep
BG in the game, especially in the
second period.
George Roll gave BG an early
lead when he beat Baxter on a
rebound with the Falcons on the
power play at 7:42 of the first
period. BG had the opportunity to
add another power play goal when
Tim Thomas was whistled off for
high sticking shortly afterward,
but Todd Lecy turned the tables
when he blocked a shot by BG's
Garry Galley and turned the play
into an unassisted shorthanded
goal to tie it.
Late in the opening period,
Falcon center Nick Bandescu was
severely injured while helping kill
a penalty to Galley. Bandescu
suffered torn knee ligaments, and
he is probably out of action for the
season, York said.
Wisconsin's lead was built to 3-1
by the end of the second period as
Ernie Vargas and Paul Houck
beat David with fine individual
-efforts.
BG defenseman Barry Mills
brought the Falcons to within one
early in the final period, when he
intercepted a pass and drilled a
slapshot past Baxter, but John
Johansson scored the eventual
winning goal 3:30 later while
Wisconsin was on the power play.
Freshman defenseman Dave
Ellett again cut BG's deficit to
one, at 4-3, but Baxter held on
(thanks in part to a Falcon shot
which hit the crossbar) as the
Badger freshman turned in 37
saves for the game.
"We scored goals when we had
the opportunity and they didn't,"
Sauer said, in assessing the game.

"It was one heck of an excellent
hockey game for this time of the
season."
In game two, Collins faced
Wisconsin veteran MaraBehrend,
and both goalies got beaten rather
easily in the first period. At the
6:59 mark, Steve McKenzie took a
BG turnover and used a fake to
bring Collins to the ice early,
before lifting in a backhand.
Just 1:19 later. Badger Marty
Miitata took a loose puck and beat
Mills down the ice, with his wrist
shot going untouched past Collins
for an early 2-0 lead.
Mills brought BG back with a
power play slapshot that blew by
Behrend, and Tim Hack took a
feed from Galley, faked a shot and
slipped a backhand into the goal
to tie the game at the 14:18 mark.
Just a minute later, Houck put
the Badgers back on top when he
beat the Falcon defense, and his
shot went by Collins' left shoulder.
Galley again helped the Falcons
tie the game at 6:24 of the second
period, when he hit Hills with a
pass all alone at the the left post,
and the senior center slapped it by
Behrend for the score.
Behrend was removed from the
game with 5:25 left in the period
after reinsuring his knee (for
which he will undergo surgery
this week, Sauer said). Behrend
was replaced by Baxter, after
leaving with 19 saves.
Wisconsin's Jeff Andringa put
the Badgers up again when he
took a centering pass from Houck
while alone in front of the BG
goal, beating Collins at the 15:15
mark.
Forced to play catch-up, the
Falcons nearly tied the game 15
seconds into the third period when
a shot from Roll hit the inside of
the left post and deflected across
the goal mouth.
But BG got a break wheYi.
Badger Chris Chelios was

whistled off for high sticking at
the 12:20 mark, and 18 seconds
later, John Samanski took a pass
from Dan Kane, used a fake to put
Baxter on the ice, then put in an
easy shot around the fallen goalie.
The Falcons controlled the
tempo of the game from there on,
but Baxter would not allow a
score. He made eight saves in
overtime, all off good shots.
Baxter took away a good opportunity from BG's Jamie

j

Wansbroughatthe4:llmark.and
made a diving save during a
scramble in the crease shortly
afterward.
When the final horn sounded.
Baxter had saved 19 shots in his
35:25 of work (giving Wisconsin a
team total of 38), while Collins
turned in 26 saves for the game.
Hills said the team was encouraged by their performance
during the series, particularly
during the second game.

* - l '\

"A tie was as good as a win for
us, after the way we played
tonight," the senior co-captain
said. "After this, we know that in
March - if we face Wisconsin in
the NCAAs - when they drop the
puck, we can skate withthem."
Sauer said his team was just as
pleased with its performance.
"I hope we can play every night
like that," he said. "It would be
great, but a little hard on the
nerves."
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Bowling Green's Kim Collins (on ice) and Garry Galley (3) mix it up with a group of
Wisconsin players in front of the BG goal in Friday night's game at the Ice Arena.

BO News photos/Ron Hagler
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BG offense bails out defense in change of roles
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

The scenario was a familiar one
during Bowling Green's 20-18 MidAmerican Conference win over
Northern Illinois, last Saturday,
at Doyt Perry Field.
Time was running out and NICI
was driving for a touchdown. If the
Huskies scored a TD and added a
two-point conversion, they would
have the lead with Just over five
minutes to play In the game.
My God, that would mean that
BG would have to depend on Its
offense if the Falcons were to pull
the game out.
It appeared as If the Falcon
defense would have to ball BG out
once again -- just as It had so many
other times in the last two years.
Surely, BG's defense would hold
just as it had earlier this season In a
7-3 conquest of Western Michigan
and in a 34-30 thriller over Central
Michigan. Even in that wild 34-30
victory, BG had to rely on its
defense to save the day when CM(J
put together a last-ditch drive
toward the goal.
Thus, even as NIG slowly
plodded along downfield in the
fourth quarter, BG's fans seemed
content - hardly even concerned.
Then, in the midst of a 17-play
sustained drive that ultimately
covered 94 yards and chewed up
more than seven minutes on the
clock, lightning struck. The
Huskies scored.
As NIU quarterback Tim
Tyrrell faded back to pass and
looked deep to the end zone, it
looked like the Falcon secondary
had the play covered. But
somehow, Tyrrell's looping pass
slithered between BG's Ted
Shingleton and Kevin Talley who were defending the play in
perfect position - and into the
hands of NIU split end Greg
Spicher.
As Spicher fell backward into
the end zone with the ball nestled
in his hands, a collective hush
came over the crowd of 18,200 at
Perry Field.
INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

"I don't know how that guy got
the ball," BG defensive end Andre
Young said. "I hit the quarterback just as he threw it and
then I heard people cheering. It
wasn't until I got up that I realized
there were more people in white
(jerseys) cheering than in
brown."
Still, the Huskies needed to beat
BG's defense one more time, and
they did just that moments later
on a successful two-point conversion attempt. Again, Young
badgered the quarterback and hit
Tyrrell as he threw. This time,
though, Spicher was all alone in
the back of the end zone and his
catch gave NIU an 18-17 lead with
5:03 left.
The defense left the field
looking somewhat bewildered.
NIU's first 16 plays of the drive
had covered 68 yards and taken
seven minutes; the Tyrrell-toSpicher touchdown toss covered
the last 31 yards but took closer to
seven seconds.
"Right then, we were hurtin'.
That was the first time this season
- the first time in a long time that we had put the offense in a
position like that," Young said. "I
still had a feeling we were going to
win it."
But BG's offense was on the
spot.
On first down from the BG 37yard line following the kickoff.
Falcon quarterback Brian McClure fired across-the-middle 20
yards downfield and nearly threw
a fateful interception. Immediately thereafter, BG head
coach Denny Stolz decided that
the Falcons would throw underneath NIU's secondary
coverage - or they wouldn't throw
at all.
"It was right then and there
that I decided to go under for the
rest of the ballgame," Stolz said.
"I wanted to rush the ball, too, as
much as possible."
Thanks to BG reserve tailback
Chip Otten, Stolz's wish to run the
football became not only possible,
but profitable as well.
Otten first carried on fourthand-two from the BG 45 and
picked up three crucial yards.
Before BG's game-winning drive

was over, Otten would carry
seven more times and chip away
at the NIU defense for 32 additional yards.
After a McClure scramble
moved the Falcons to NIU's 27,
Otten toted the ball on BG's last
six offensive plays and advanced
the ball all the way to the Huskie
two-yard line. There, on fourthand-two, Stolz called on
placekicker Gehad Youssef with
33 seconds remaining.
"When Chip got us to the 25 with
two minutes to go, I decided to set
up for the field goal," Stolz said.
"I wanted to make the clock run
and put the ball in the middle of
the field."
Youssef, who had such a rough
time in BG's 17-12 loss to Miami
the week before, calmly drilled a
19-yard field goal for the gamewinner with 29 seconds showing
on the clock. Appropriately, Otten
was the holder on the kick.
"It was just like an extra-point,
only it was a yard closer," said
Youssef, who missed one of those
extra-point attempts and a field
goal try against Miami. "I didn't
have any bad flashbacks (about
Miami) or anything like that. I
just kept my head up and kept my
mind on doing my job."
McClure's cool quarterbacking
(17-of-26 for 194 yards), Otten's
clutch running (partly a result of
some fine offensive line efforts)
and Youseff's subsequent threepointer enabled the Falcons to
squeak by in a game that really
should never have been that close.
BG made several silly,
"unexplainable" errors that kept
NIU within reach until the end,
according to Stolz. Those
mistakes almost cost the Falcons
a win and first place in the MAC.
Instead, BG's sloppy win over
NIU - coupled with Miami's loss
to Western Michigan - vaulted the
Falcons back into first in the
league.
"I saw a lot of people leaving at
half time and I can't really blame
them. We should have blown this
team out," Young said.
But, at least this time, it was
BG's offense that provided the
margin of victory.
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A representative
will be on the campus

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 26, 1982

To all those who joined hands
in the snake dance and partook
in the events which followed.

to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMF.WCAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of

Special thanks to the UAO committee
members who endured the cold weather
during the hours of the Carnival

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at

PLACEMENT OFFICE
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

UAO apologizes for the early
closing times of the Carnival
due to bad weather.

AMIIICAN OIADUATI iCHOOl
OF INTEDNATIONAl MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Olendale, Ariiene 15106
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Bowling Green tailback Chip Otten was tough to tackle during most ot last
Saturday's game at Doyt Perry Field, but he failed to elude Northern Illinois'
Darryl Taylor on this play.

BG News photos/Jerry CatUneo

SPORTS BRIEFS
The Mid-American Conference
sure showed Ohio who is boss in
the field of cross country at the
Ohio Intercollegiate championships, last Saturday, at Ohio
Northern.
MAC schools took the first three
places in the race, after having 32
at the starting line. Bowling
Green's harriers finished third
behind first place Miami (42) and
Ohio University (59). The Falcons
had 67 points.
These three teams also put 16
runners in the top 20 positions.
Leading the way was defending
champion BG's Chris Koehler
with a time of 25:16.

"It was our best team performance," BG coach Mel Brodt
said. "Koehler ran as well as he
can; he looked good. I was
pleased that he was able to repeat
his performance of last year."
Next across the finish line for
BG, but not anywhere near
Koehler, was Tim Brennan.
Brennan finished 16th with a time
of 25:53.
The next three Falcons behind
Brennan finished with 25:58
times. They were Bryan Malsam,
18th; Bob Zink, 19th; and Scott
Creel, 20th.
This Saturday, the harriers
travel to Lafayette, Ind., for the

Central Collegiate championship
where the Falcons will score a
dual meet with Central Michigan.
Bowling Green coach Sandy
Haines and her women's
volleyball team must be very
happy the weekend is over, for it
was a long weekend.
The Falcon spikers played five
matches in three different cities
in a four-day span, walking away
with a 3-2 record.
This weekend, the Falcons host
the Bowling Green Invitational in
a two-day series - beginning this
Friday.
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Green Bay defense stifles BG
OCI
upsets
Falcon
women
runners
as kickers drop second in a row
sports reporter

Northwestern Ohio was hit with
its first taste of cold temperatures
last weekend.
But the mercury in the thermometer wasn't the only thing to
fall last Saturday as Bowline
Green's soccer team dropped
their Homecoming match to
Wisconsin-Green Bay, 3-1.
It was the second straight loss
for the Falcons, who had just
come off a disappointing 1-0 loss
to Indiana last Wednesday night.
BG had held the Hoosiers, ranked
eighth in the nation, scoreless
through the first half.
Saturday's match against the
Phoenix would prove to be no easy
match for the Falcons as their
record dropped to 8-4 overall.
UWGB had played a much
tougher shedule than BG in
compiling an 11-4 record ith their
victory at Mickey Cochrane Field
last weekend.
The Phoenix opened the scoring
with less than five minutes gone in
the opening half. Sam Borquaye
outran the BG defense and broke
away down the right sideline.

out, or in the words of the UWGB
radio broadcasters announcing
the game: "It was from a long
way away."
The second half was all UWGB
as BG had numerous scoring
opportunities but could not
capitalize.
UWGB's Joe Hoffmeyer gave
the Phoenix their go-ahead goal at
33:28 of the second half when the
Falcons were unable to clear a
corner kick in their own zone. A
mass of players from both teams
were scattered in front of BG's
Koury until Hoffmeyer put the
dribbler past the shielded Falcon
goalkeeper.
Two minutes later, UWGB had
their insurance goal as Ivan
Delbecchi scored after receiving
a centering pass from Greg
Santa ga.
"Green Bay played a long-ball
game which puts more pressure
on our strikers," said BG head
coach Gary Palmisano whose
squad is more ball-control
oriented/'We just didn't perform '
The Falcons return to action
tomorrow as they face the Akron
Zips in Akron at 4 p.m.

maneuvering the ball past Falcon
goaltender Joe Koury.
For the next 18 minutes, BG had
a tough time breaking through the
UWGB defense until the 23:20
mark. BG's Bob Jheophilus, who
is one assist shy of becoming the
Falcon's all-time career assist
leader set up teammate Mladen
Medancic with a perfec pass to
the left of UWGB goaltender
Terry Powers. But Medancic's
shot from 15 yards out was right
into the chest of the Phoenix
keeper.
BG got on the scoreboard with
their only goal of the match with a
little more than five minutes left
in the opening half. This time
Theophilus took matters into his
own hands as he put a high kick
into the upper left-hand corner of
the UWGB goal. It was the sixth
goal of the season for Theophilus,
who is second on the team in
scoring.
The goal woke up the crowd
watching the game in the cold
October sunshine. Theophilus has
made a habit of eye-opening shots
and this one was no different. The
shot was from at least 20 yards
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Skydiving

a
<7>

Did you ever
oC^5»
want to Jump
*
Out of an airplane?
s. -k

Hot Dogs Tonight

If the answer to that question is Yes

GREENE COUNTY SPORT < i J s MO»O.s*g
PARACHUTE CENTER
'£££

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Jump ,il Your Own Risk
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TACOS TACOS TACOS
50- EVERY THURS.. 5-9 PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 143 E WOOSTER EAT
IN OH CARRY OUT ONLY!

CLASSIFIEDS

BEER BLAST TONIGHT'
Doors open at 7:30. Wide video
screen. Disc Jockey all mte
Miin Streel 352-3703.

roltt of 40c p-f MM, »1.30 minimum. KH.0 TYPi SOc •»tro p*.
od Appro»»mol«ly 25 lo 30 spoctn pmt 1ir>«.
CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS luting* fof non-profit, public aarvic- octiviti«* will b«
.n»ert«d OMC1 (of U— and at regular ratM th«r«oft»r
Doodlin* lor all luting* is 2 day* btftor* publication al 4 00 pm Friday ol
4 pm i* itw d*odlm« to« th« Tu«*doy •dillon.
Cla**.t.»d lofm* of* available at th« »0 Mawi o**le«. 104k Unlv.rilty Hall.
CIMMIII*.

PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
FEATURING PEUGOT BIKES
131 W WOOSTER ST

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Minority and Human Halations

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9AM
10:00 P.M.
1-800-43B-8039

committee meeting at 9 00
TONIGHT IN 109 B A
Pumpkin Sale
Oct 20th. forum. 11-5
Pumptuns of al sues on sale
Sponsoreq Oy Chanties Board
HACOUEIBALl CLUB MEETING
PURPOSE TURN IN DUES St2 00
4 SHIRT MONEY $6 26 WED
OCT 20 AT 9 PM IN RM 140
OVERMAN

Your typmg needs • prompt accurate

8 professional Cal 352 4017
PERSONAL

STUDENTS FOR ANIMALS
Meeting 7:30 PM
102 Henna.
WOMEN IN BUSINESS
MEETING
TONIGHT—-7 30 I 14 BA BLDG

Pumpkin Sale
Oct 20th. Forum. 11-5
PumpKins ol al saes on sale
Sponsored by Chanties Board

LOST AND FOUND
Found Coupon Book between Fine
Arts ana StuOent Services on Friday
tO 8 82 c— 10 CUfn 352 3316
FOUND A watch by MSC Blag
Frtaay arouna 10 30 CaH 372-4470
to >qentity
FOUND 1 oertiaHv fl/own cafceo female cat UnrverMy Warehouse N of
campus Tame frousebfoKen-must
be someones pet Cai 8-5 372
2121
LOST I mo o*a long-haired bet
kitten CaM 3529334 Reward

Al interested persons Register now
lor EDFI 460. Sex Role Stereotyping & Sex Discrimination in Education " Reaction panels speakers.
films Spnng semester. Wed , 6-6
pro. 2 credrt hours, lor graduates
and undergraduates Study roots ol
sexism m educational institutions the
need to* change current governmental policies, develop new polices
Instructor Dr Kathleen Murphey
Attention Debt. Jute. Andrea andUsa There w* be a mandatory meet
mg ol all CM ot B board members
Tuesday night at the school We w*
be discussing revtong Complaining
102 and we w« be smgmg the theme
song Please be in attendance Thank
you. The Dean
BAUZA'S DAILY SPECIAL
BREASTS AND THIGHS
PHONE 354-1264 FOR RESV

SERVICES OFFERED
Expert Typ»ng
Reasonable Rales
Cal 352-7305 alter 5pm
MR. D.J. ENTERTAINMENT—
Perils ft, wadding*, dances.
1-537-8723.

F RE DO IE
HEY DUDE I'M WILLING TO GIVE
YOU ALL THE TIME YOU NEED I
LOVE VOU BUT I'M WILLING TO
COMPROMISE.
GDI'S
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT SEASON: YOU GOTTA LOVE FOOTBALL

PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS SIGN
UP Effective October 20 1982 the
following change >n signup procedures will apply December grads will
nave preference on al schedules thai
request Deceember and May grads
December grads wit begin signing up
frpm 715am to 7 30 am From
7 30am to 8 00 a m schedules
may be liied m my May grads AM
grads must be m the major specified
by the orgamzationslB)
••'HOLIDAY INN"'
LIVE BAND—DANCE
HAPPY HOUR
ALL NIGHT THURSDAY

Dearest JeH« and B*y
There once were two boys who Wed
in the towers They were so sweet*
they seni their friends (towers We
girls ol sixth street, as tokens ol our
love, hung streams ol toilet paper
Irom the loft above Now we've got
Gator, al we need is some brew And
on the 23rd we'N return Nm lo you
Love Betn-e Kely Jacguie & Kmart
Donna (the clown). Help me' I mass
you so much' Love Kangiethe napper struck age*.
Don't forget to redeem your FnscrVs
poster day coupons'

Impoverished inner city BG coup*e
wishes to rent our Caucas-an tesi-lub
baby to r<ch childless couple tor the<r
social functions We want our child to
experience the -oys that onry money
can buy
It's hit'. It's here!
Kappa S"jma Lii Sis Rush Thors
Oct 21 andTues Oct 26 at 8 00
JAN RYMER Congratulations on
Pledging A 0 Pi We are glad to nave
you in tie greek system (Keep up
the LC spirm Love LCI LC2 and
LC3
^^^
Jil Smler Our next Finance 450
written case is coming up- should we
meet9 Love Tim a Kelly
Karen Kampe-Mercla Sloan
CONGRATULATIONS SENIOR
REP S MORTAR BOARD IS PROUD
OF VOU'
Karen Stottle I m so glad you re my
big' Phi Mu Love 8 M-ne. \J Amy
Learn about the environment Take
Philosophy ol Envwonment Education Spring Semester EDFI 416
Section 1139 Tuesday 6-9PM Or
Aoefca M Peters 372-0207
MATTHEW AND KAREN WHAT A
THRILL II IS TO FIND OUT ABOUT
THE ENGAGEMENT I LOVE YOU
BOTH HAVE A BEAUTIFUL UFE
TOGETHER'" LOVE MEG

39 Bridge
40 Significant period
41 French Impressionist
42 Web: Lai
43 Save tor a rainy
d«y

59 Examine
81 Court-martial
62 Wing-shaped
63 Old Testament
book
64 Dangles
65 Writer Elinor
66 Overhead Item

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Handsome desert
horse
Cold wind from
the Swiss Alps
Mining product
Paper tiger's
relative
Extreme distress

6 Emit
7 Small coin of
Israel
8 Imprecation
9 Kind of triangle

Brahmans
Florence's river
Bonn housewife
Medieval sports
event
18 And others: Abbr.
22 Perpendicular
24 Red salmon

26 Cambria
27 Marketplace ot
yore
28 Bucolic
30 Minnesinger
31 Aspirations
32 Papal vestment
33 Island ot the
Philippines
35 Capital of Yemen
38 Not at all
39 Gocart
41 Handbooks
44 Riffraff
45 Contemporary
46 Wagnerian goddess
49 Sweet wine

50 The two
51
52
53
56
56
57

Port city of Guam
Your: Get.
Cervine animal
Seep slowly
Ragged .
Three-handed
game
60 Each and every

To all sororities, one warning lo
you. last week ft was breakfast.
Just ask Phi Mu! The next sorority who will it be. to be surprised by
TKE? THE PRATERS OF THE NEW
TAU KA*t>A EMUON.

7 30 9 30
Student interested m studying <n
Canada m 1963-84 through the Nalional Student Exchange should contact Nancy Miller Ctr for Educ
Options 231 Admin Bldg 13720202) Stes include Ottawa Quebec
City and Montreal Language ot in
structcn English and French Surtv
mer programs available
SUE HOLLOWAY ft JEFF GARDNER. Congratulation* on your ENGAGEMENT!!! Love. Casey. Sue.
Kelley. * Kasey.

PARKING PROBLEMS?
CALL THE STUDENT COURT PARKING HOTLINE. WE CAN HELP!
CALL 2-2969 FROM 9-5 M-R AND
12-3 on F.

The brothers of Phi Gamma Delta
would like to congratulate Dave
Meerdtnh
for being elected
IF M.DC PubMc Relation* Officer.
FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI

F Roommate Wanted
Spring Sem S400 Semester
ties Can 352 3928

TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
LADIES NIGHT - THE BEST IN
NORTHWEST OHIO' LOCATED IN
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA

F' Roommate needed immediately
Apt on Woosler St
Across Irom
Kohl Hall Quiet Can Juke 352
5745

TO THE BEST DZ ROOMIES IN THE
WORLD Thanks lor helping me
through all those duck days You re
the greatest1 Get psyened lor Jury
30th I Luv you all Kim
P S No Hate Ma>i or Kicks Please'

1 P TO SUBLEASE 2 BEDROOM
APT IMMEDIATELY OR NEXT SE
NESTER CALL 354 1903 ANY
TIME

Wash for lest at
THE WASH HOUSE 250 N Main

WHAT IS BEAUTIFUL, IRRESISTABLE AND SENSUAL?
ANSWER A BGSU STUDENT THAT
HAS ATTENDED THE L I F E PRO
GRAM AT THE REC CENTER ON
OCT 28TH 6 10PM
BE ONE OF THESE PHYSICALLY
FIT PEOPLE AND GET YOUR HEART
BEATING FOR THE PULSE Of
LIFE '
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1 & 2 Bedroom Apts Available 352
3841 I I 00-3 00 pm or 354 i 1 20
alter 3 00 pm

F rmie needed tor Spring semester
Dekix 8Dt with great roommates'
S100 mo CaH M-W-F alter 8pm
3539905

•BDRM FURN CHEAP HEATING
NO PEP AVAIL IMMED 352-7316

needed efficiency
no ufiM.es Phone

2 bedroom lurn apt Heal water
Cable TV paid lor A C parking lot
laundry lacetes $340 mo Cad 3527182

2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close lo Campus 2nd and
H.gn Cat Erica al 352 4062

Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rales John Newtove Real Estate
354 2260 or 352 6553

I F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 835
4TH ST BTWN HIGH & S COL
LEGE
S580SEM
FURNISHED
CALL 352 0759

STUDENTS & FACULTY
We st* have some nice apartments
available Give us a call lor al your
nousmg needs NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 336 S Main 352 5620

Female Rmte
apt S100 mo
3526964

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS — Summer year
round Europe S Amer Australia
Asia
All Fields
$500 St 200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free ■nlo
Write UC Box 52-OH3 Corona Del
Mai. CA 92625
KEYBOARD PLAYER FOR JAZZ
QUARTET CALL JERRY AT 352
6112

Tired ol roommates'1 Enioy peace &
Qmet in our fully furnished studio apt
sign up now lor 2nd iemesier of lake
advantage ol our Fal specials' Charmg Cross Apts 101 7 S Mam St .

352 0590
Interested m a very inexpensive but
nice and convenient private living
space? Cal 3520209 late avertings
1 BDRM APT UNFURN YOU PAY
UTIL
1 YR LEASE
OEP REQUIRED $190 MO 420 S ENTERPRISE CALL JOHN 352 2764

1

■
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DATE OF VISIT

INTERESTED IN
CANCELLED, re-icheduled Feb. 10.

THE MEAD CORPORATION

I1-I-J2
11-2-81
11-1-82

B/M Comp. Sri.. May jrads (I)
B/Sales. Mkl , Ma grads. (1)

11-1-82

STAFF ACCTS: B/M Acct. or MBA with concentration in Accl. Dec..
May. Aug. grails. (2) All locations. (I) Clevt.

Davtos. OH

SOFTWARE SYS. ENGRS: B/Comp. Sri.. Dec. grads. (I)

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE Oe.rlaed. OH

11-2-82

K MART CORPORATION Plyawetk. Ml

11-2-42

MGMT. TRNEE. B, Bui majors. Communications, Educ.. Lib. Ana,
Dec.. May. Aug. gradt. (I)

MOTOROLA. INC. Ft. Uederdale. FI.
DONN CORPORATION Westlalw, OH
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORP. Trey. OH
RED LOBSTER INNS Aae Arser. MI
TRW, INC. C'levekud. OH
U.S. AIR FORCE atewMac Greta, OH

11-2-82

MATERIALS: B/Mat Mgmt.. Dee.. May.

11-3-82
11-3-82

CANCELLED, re-scheduled Feb. 15.

11-3-82

TO BE ANNOUNCED. (1)

54

it

You owe it to yourself to check out
M*d Am Manor t. Charles Tower Apts
cal 352 4380 Sun Thurs 10 30
2 30 352 7361 Mon-Fn 5 00
8 00 pm

ll-l-tt

ASHLAND OIL COMPANY Aaklaae. K.Y

47

Ki

Towne House Apartments
2 bedroom-lurn-unlurn
long A snort leases
$225 00 and up
Rentals B/ 3536691

uiii<

FIRESTONE TIRE a RUBBER CO. Akron, OH

OKI SVSTEMS ENGINEERING, INC. KiaalaaM*, IT.
ARTHUR YOUNG A COMPANY Toledo. OH

R

TT

0232 or 352 6992 eves
A

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

It)

1

Leas-no. for 2nd Semester
1 or 2 bdrm apts turn or unlurn
$190 or S220 mo Pendleton Management J52 2276 U 6pm 352

The following employers will be on campus the week of October 18 lo, interview qualified candidates. Sign-Up for these interviews will be held on
Wednesday. October 6. 1982. from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. in the Forum or the Student Services Building. There will not be a sign-up for Education
schedules this week.
Sign-Up procedure: At the lime of sign-up, you must turn in a copy of your Credential Form for each interview you schedule. Qualified candidates
are those who meet the academic degrees, majors and graduation dates requested by the employers listed below. Those not meeting the requirements
will not be interviewed. Important: Only permanent residents (U.S. citizens) are considered unless otherwise indicated.
The number in () indicates the number of schedules requested by the employer.

EMPLOYER
4

Apt lo sublet spring sem One bed
room HI Campus Manor Great Location lor Wrfiler $300 mo plus uN
Cable TV Call Ann 352 0063

WANTED

To my terrific Phi Mu Big Susan
Dougherty You're the best1 Pin MU
Love and especially m-ne your hitfe
Nickie

WE LUV YA PHI MU BIGS WE RE
SO GLAD WE FOUND YOU LUV YA
WITH ALL OUR HEARTS YOUR
NEW LITTLES

1971 VW Goodcond S900orgood
oiler CaH 372 1757

FOR RENT

To aH the girls I met Homecoming
weekend Thanks tor nothing' HAGS

T-shirt silk screening. If your not
getting your shirts from JEANS N'
THINGS your probably paying too
much!! Jeans N' Things, 531 Ridge
St.

FOR SALE

TUCKER TYPING
CoUegiale business personal
Nancy 352 0809
5th Year Fun time service

Affluent suburban Cleveland cou
pie lovely home wish to adopt new
born Caucasian baby All expenses
paid
Strictest confidence
(216i
382-2703 evenings & weekends

TO THE LADIES OF 3R0 MAC WEST
HIGHS: YOU MADE MY 18TH A OAY
TO REMEMBER. AN EXPERIENCE
I'LL NEVER FORGET WE HAVE TO
DO IT AGAIN SOMETIME. LOVE.
"BIO BALLS".

RUSH SIG EP
HOT DOGS TONIGHT

Mindy A Diana formerly ot Ha* Repair are now taking appointments at
Romans Hair Designers Stadium
Plaza- 352 2107

Mmdy and D«anna lormerly ol Han
Repair are now taking appointments
at Roman s Hs*r Designers Stadium
Plaza 362-2_tQ7_

TKEsThanks so much tor he breakfast
Thursday morning'
Love the Phi Mu s

Pumpkin Sale
Oct 20th Forum 11-5
Pumpkins of an wes on sale
Sponsoted by Charities Board

Take advantage of our Perm Special
Reg S40 00 • Now $30 00 In
eludes cut & conditioner Roman s
Hair Designers Stadium Plaza - 3522107

1982 Los Angeles Tunes Syndicate

10
11
12
13

Student Court office af 372-2969. All Interested
students are urged to apply.

THERE WILL BE A WOMEN IN COM
MUNICATIONS MEETING WEDNESDAY OCT 20 IN THE TOWN ROOM
OF THE UNION THE SPEAKERS
WILL TALK ON TIME MANAGE
ME NT

Pcsonal-jed Musical Messages
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the facts-we write
and smg the song

Hickory Stripe Bibs. reg. $25 00 now J14.95" Jeans N' Things - 53t
Ridge St.

c

45 Liverpool's river
47 Library collection
48 Largest of the
Kurlle Islands
50 TV villains
54 Remnants
58 Light

PAUL
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
SUCCESSFUL FUTURE AWAITING
VOU IN AKRON I'M PROUD OF
YOU' NANCY

COMING SOON
JAYCEE HAUNTED HOUSE
OLD KROGER STORE
OCTOBER 22 23 29 & 30
700 PM

PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
X-COUNTRY SKI SALES AND
RENTAL 131 W WOOSTER ST
352-6264

Applications may be picked up in room 405. Student
Services Bldg., and must be returned NO LATER
than October 29, 1982.
Any questions may be answered by calling the

Congratulations!

3326673

ATTENTION Anyone interested m
working at the Bowling Green Varsity
Swimming Diving Meets there wl be
a meeting Thursday October 21 st at
6 00 p m m the Agnes Hootey Room
m the Student Recreation Center

Is currently accepting applications for the court staff.

Yvonne French
Carrie Hooper
Denise Belin

513 372 6116

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 First grade
subject
5 Bulletin board
item
9 Rayol sunlight
14
ot colors
15 South African lily
16 Fleecy clouds
17 Consequently
19 Year's record
20 Past the normal
time
21 Recalcitrant ballplayer, tor one
23 Stock In trade
25 Not previously
used: Oar.
26 In a cordial
manner
29 Nonunion factory
34 Water Sp.
35 Cake baked on a
griddle
36 Mouths: Lai.
37 Bereft
38 Word with truth
or eye

Mary Zofko
Lynn Zak
Maureen Yax

"'HAPPY HOUR"'
NOON TIL NINE MTWTRFS
"•HOLIDAY INN'"

A Special CONGRATULATIONS" To
Greg Hadly and the 1982 Pi Kappa
Phi associate member class lor hav
>ng the hignesl GPA Keep tnose
leads m the books Pi Kapps

RUSH SIG EP
HOT DOGS TONIGHT
7 30 9 30

is proud to announce
their new initiates:

362-6264

Alpha Gams would like lo congratulate their sottbali team on their second undefeated season' Way lo W«n
the tournament' Love Alpha Gam
Sisters

finished with a time of 17:24.
Following Lanciaux for the
Falcons were Kathy Kaczor
with a sixth place ime of 18:18;
Rosalie Cocita with a 10th place
time of 18:30; Laura Ryder
with a 16th place time of 18:47;
and Gidget Wickham with a
19th place time of 18:51.
The Falcons bring their show
to BG this Saturday in the final
tune-up before the MAC
championship, scheduled for
the following Saturday, also at
BG. This week, the harriers
take on Western Michigan,
Eastern Michigan and Toledo.
The Falcons will only score a
dual meet against WMU
because they nave already
faced the other two opponents
in dual meets, winning both.
However, BG was upset by
WMU in an invitational earlier
this season and will be looking
to even the score.

STUDENT COURT

Alpha Gamma Delta

CIDER
DOUGHNUT 4 COFFEE
SALE TODAY-THURS Oct 19-21
UNION OVAL 8 30-NOON MMM'

~ ^'P?**"!.

"We had a couple (runners)
who didn't have a good race."
Things used to be so much
easier for Sink. The Falcons
used to be the powerhouse in
the MAC and no one could come
close to beating them. Now,the
conference has quickly become
more balanced. BG has to work
harder and must worry about
such teams as OU.
"We knew they (OU) were
going to be a problem," Sink
said. "In the years past we've
dominated the MAC. Now it has
improved. It's not that we're
not strong, it's mat everyone
else is improving."
There was one repeat performance for the Falcons last
weekend, as JoAnn Lanciaux
won her second straight Ohio
Intercollegiate title in as many
tries. Lanciaux ran one of the
best races of her collegiate
career, according to Sink, and

U.S. Savings Bonds. [

Happy Birthday
Mary Jo Deway
Love MSD. MAD. RJR. SSD A PAO

Customized T-Shlrts 6 Jerseys for
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-fast Delivery
Call Jim 353-7011

TYPING ALL KINDS DONE - CALL
SUE 693 4166

The sport of cross country
does not have any hurdles in it,
but Bowling Green coach Sid
Sink and his women harriers
have run into a big one in their
quest for a third straight MidAmerican Conference championship.
That hurdle is in the form of a
bobcat, an Ohio University
Bobcat to be exact - and Sink
does not like it one bit.
A vastly improved OU club
beat the one time "king of the
hill" Falcons at the Ohio Intercollegiate championship, 5244, last Saturday. BG went into
the 17-team competition at Ohio
Northern as the defending
champion but finished second
behind the Bobcats.
"They (OU) ran a super
race," Sink said. "They put
everything together in one day.
"We didn't run bad," Sink
said about BG's performance.

11-3-82
11-342

IRS AOENT: TAX AUDITOR: B/Acct.. Bus. Admin.. Dec.. May, Aug.
grads (2)

DISTR. SALES REP TRNEE: B/Sctl'Sales, Bus. Admin., May gradt. (I)

INTERNAL AUDITOR: BS/MBA in Accl.. Dae., fill in with Alum (I)
LEADERSIF/MOMT. POSITIONS. PILOT AND NAVIO. AREAS: Aay
four year deg. ot higher, Dec., May, Aug. gradt. (I)

11-4-82

B/Accl.. Dec.. May. Aug. gradt. for Ashland. KY: B/Comp. Sri.. Dec..
May. Aug. pads.. Lexington. KY. (I)

11-4-82

B/Acct„ Coatp. Sci., Mkt., Saks, Dec, May. Aug. grads, ia Ohio. (1)

HAUSSER « TAYLOR Orvekutl. OH
NATIONWIDE INSURANCE CO. Cetaaebes, OH

11-4-82

STAFF ACCT: B/M Acct.. May. Aug.

11-4-82

PROGRAMMER: B/Comp. Sci., MIS, Dec. gtads. (I).

TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY TeMe, OH

11-4-82

ASST. ANALYST: B/Acel.. Comp. Sci., MIS. Dec.. May grads. (I)

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORP. L©eg Bcsck. CA
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY East Laaaksa. Ml

11-5-82

NAT'L. COORD: B/M Proc., Mat.. Opel .

11-5-82

ORAD SCHOOL OF BUS. ADMIN: Any seniors int. in Otad study at
Baa.; MBA or MA int. in Doctoral study in Bat., Dec.,
May. Aug. gradt. (I)

Dec. grade. (I)

